Accounting
Simplified, Integrated, Accurate

Real Time P&L
Create location based real time
P&L’s. Share, view and manage real
time P&L’s with daily declining
balanced budgets.

Instant Daily G/L
Push journals to multiple accounting
systems with one click saving 1000’s
of manual entries each period.
Systems include Sage, Great Plains,
QuickBooks and others.

Tightly Integrate with

Simplify the Invoice Entry

Accounting and POS Systems

Process

Enterprise views provide real-

Simplifies and expedites the

time visibility to the entire

invoice entry process by accepting

workforce, with full integration to

invoices electronically via email,

business systems including

fax, or scan. Invoices may then be

POS, Payroll, Time Clock and

reviewed by multiple staff

Biometric devices.

members for accuracy and ease.

Easily Upload/View Invoice
Copies within eFish

"You just showed me what I
spent 20 years trying to build
and you are delivering it at a
fraction of what I have spent
(trying)."
-CFO, top-five QSR chain

AP processing
Automate the AP process reducing hundreds of hours of data
entry time with EDI and other feeds into suppliers for invoice
images, costs, memorized transactions, purchase orders and
more.
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Accounting
Simplified, Integrated, Accurate

Vendor Learning
Reduces AP by 30%-60%

Invoice Image History

eFish utilizes embedded software

enterprise with views into

intelligence which learns how to

invoices, transactions and invoice

handle all of your vendors. Our vendor

images without opening the

learning eliminates 30%-60% of the

accounting system. View invoice

steps required to enter invoices.

history, costs, transactions, and

Expand access across the

Integrate with Multiple Solutions

invoice images at the store level
in real time. Reduce review and

Price Sheets by Location
Import price sheets by location
to create unique pricing at the
location level while rolling costs

audit time from 7 days out to
immediate visibility.
.

and prices up to the company

Financial Modeling

level.

Instantly switch from current

.

budget to in week updated
budget to forecasted trending
budget in one interface.

Technical Requirements
100% Web Based
Any mobile device support
SAAS or On-Premise
Zero IT, Zero Hardware, Zero
Headache.
About eFish
Every restaurant, every POS, every
vendor, every accounting system, all in
one place. Easy to see the latest on
food, labor, inventory and accounting.
Reduce Food and Labor costs by 9%
or more.

Multi-Unit Coding
Roll multiple companies under one organization to gain accurate visibility
and expedite the distribution of costs across the organization with cost
splits, percent allocations and unique rules that simplify the accounting
process.
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